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Application Papers
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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

1. Applicant's arguments traversing the rejection of claims 1-3, 6-19, and 22-31, filed 10

September 2003 have been fully considered but they are not persuasive as noted below.

a. The applicant argues that the motivation for combining the teachings of Thwing-

Albert (Handle-O-Meter) in view of Neuenschwander lacks a required level of specificity; is

based on hindsight; and does not provide for a reasonable expectation of success. This is, quite

simply, wrong. The motivation to combine the above references, ais stated in the final office

action, is "it is well established and desirable to increase the speed of the testing and/or the

number of tests performed simultaneously in order to save time and expense". This is not a

broad, unreasonable statement as to why Thwing-Albert can be combined with Neuenschwander,

and the applicant offers no reason why this motivation is unfounded, except for the use of

hindsight reasoning. To further support that the motivation is valid and hindsight reasoning was

not used, one need only look at both references. Thwing-Albert states (emphasis added):

"Customize your Handle-O-Metcr to make your tests easier, faster, and more useful"

Neuenschwander states (emphasis added):

"A number of samples can be subjected to tensile force at the same time, and therefore, the

number ofsamples being tested per unit time is not limited to the amount oftime required to fail

one sample . To illustrate, the number of testing units can be chosen so as to be testing 10

samples at the same time with the rate of tensilc-forcc application adjusted to fail the sample in 15

seconds, and the apparatus will be capable of testing approximately 30 samples per minute. This

rate compares favorably with prior art systems which are generally limited to testing a

maximum ofapproximately two to four samples per minute."

Clearly, both references teach that it is well known and desirable to improve testing speed. In

response to applicant's argument that the examiner's conclusion of obviousness is based upon

improper hindsight reasoning, it must be recognized that any judgment on obviousness is in a
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sense necessarily a reconstruction based upon hindsight reasoning. But, so long as it takes into

account only knowledge which was within the level of ordinary skill at the time the claimed

invention was made, and does not include knowledge gleaned only from the applicant's

disclosure, such a reconstruction is proper. See/?? re McLaughlin, 443 F.2d 1392, 170

USPQ 209 (CCPA 1971). Therefore, in view of the fact that both Thwing-Albert and

Neuenschwander teach the same motivation, hindsight reasoning is not applied to the rejection of

the claims. As for the argument that there is no reasonable expectation for success, the applicant

offers no substantial arguments as to why the testing of a plurality of samples, as taught by

Neuenschwander, would be unsuccessful if applied to Thwing-Albert. The applicant argues that

the basic structure of Neuenschwander is not combinable with the basic structure of Thwing-

Albert. This argument is moot as the final rejection did not rely on, nor did it combine the

structural features of the rotating testing unit with the fabric handle testing unit. The

Neuenschwander reference was relied upon to further show that it is already well known in the

art to test a plurality, i.e. an array of specimens.

2. b. The applicant argues that a skilled artisan would not be motivated to combine the

teachings of Rosch et al. (United States Patent 5,790,983) since Rosch et al. is not directed to the

screening and/or testing of materials. In response to applicant's argument that there is no

suggestion to combine the references, the examiner recognizes that obviousness can only be

established by combining or modifying the teachings of the prior art to produce the claimed

invention where there is some teaching, suggestion, or motivation to do so found either in the

references themselves or in the knowledge generally available to one of ordinary skill in the art.

See In re Fine, 837 F.2d 1071, 5 USPQ2d 1596 (Fed. Cir. 1988) and In re Jones, 958 F.2d 347,
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21 USPQ2d 1941 (Fed. Cir. 1992). In this case, the applicant failed to note in the final rejection

the statement that Rosch et al. teaches a fabric with an acrylic coating that has been tested using

the Handle-O-Meter from Thwing-Albert (see Rosch et al. column 4, lines 62-67).. Therefore, it

is not clear, nor is it properly explained why the applicant believes one of ordinary skill would

fail to recognize that Rosch et al. clearly teaches that (1) it is known to measure fabric handle of

acrylic-coated fabrics, and (2) it is known to do this with the same device of Thwing-Albert

(which is the device that the applicants say there is no motivation to use with the teachings of

Rosch et al ).

c. The applicant argues that Plummer (United States Patent 3,151,483) does not teach the

subject matter of claims 29 and 30. This argument continues where it is noted that Plummer

does not teach the use of an array of fabric samples. The reference to Plummer is not used by the

examiner to teach the use of an array of fabric samples. Testing an array of fabric samples was

taught by the combination of Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander. Plummer need not

suggest or otherwise disclose an apparatus for testing an array of samples. In response to

applicant's arguments against the references individually, one cannot show nonobviousness by

attacking references individually where the rejections are based on combinations of references.

See/« re Keller, 642 F.2d413, 208 USPQ 871 (CCPA 1981); In re Merck & Co., 800 F.2d 1091,

231 USPQ 375 (Fed. Cir. 1986).

3. Applicant's arguments with respect to the rejection(s)of claim(s) 25 under 35 USC 103(a)

have been fully considered and are persuasive. Therefore, the rejection has been withdrawn.

However, upon further consideration, a new ground(s) of rejection is made and is noted below.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

4. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, ifthe differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

5. Claims 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 11, 24, and 26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over "Handle-O-Meter" to Thwing-Albert Instrument Company in view of United

States Patent 3,838,596 to Neuenschwander. The Handle-O-Meter of Thwing-Albert is an

automated fabric handle testing apparatus. This apparatus comprises an adjustable slot over

which is placed a fabric sample. In use, tests are "quickly accomplished" utilizing a cam that

rotates a beam so that it forces the fabric through the slot. The resistance of the fabric is

measured as it moves through the slot and is representative of its handle. Thwing-Albert does not

teach the testing of four fabric samples on a substrate, i.e. fabric holder. Furthermore, Thwing-

Albert does not expressly state that the testing of the fabric is not greater than two minutes.

Modifying the method of Thwing-Albert to test a plurality of fabric samples would involve only

routine skill in the ait since, in the testing community, it is well established and desirable to

increase the speed of the testing and/or the number of tests performed simultaneously in order to

save time and expense. In the event that it was not obvious to test a plurality of fabric samples

simultaneously, Neuenschwander teaches that it is well known to utilize an apparatus to

simultaneously test a plurality of specimens (reference item 30), as best seen in Figures 1 and 2.

Neuenschwander teaches that the apparatus is capable of testing a plurality of samples at the

same time (Abstract) and that it is known to perform testing of samples in 10 to 15 seconds
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(column 1, lines 37-39; column 2, lines 46-55). Neuenschwander also teaches that it is known to

restrain each sample prior to performing the testing (column 3, lines 34-40) and that the samples

do not overlap. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the ait at the time of the

invention to modify the teachings of Thwing-Albert with the teachings of Neuenschwander to

obtain a method to test a plurality of fabric samples wherein the throughput rate is not greater

than 1 0 to 15 seconds and the samples are protruded through a slot via a protruding means.

6. Claim 7 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Thwing-Albert in

view ofNeuenschwander as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of U.S. Patent

2,590,839 to Clapham. Thwing-Albert in view ofNeuenschwander teaches the simultaneous

testing of a plurality of fabric samples. Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander does not

expressly teach a method to simultaneously test at least two different fabric samples. One of

ordinary skill in the art of testing samples would know to choose samples that are either similar

or dissimilar in order to compare results to better understand the effects of such areas as

manufacturing quality or material composition. The choice of dissimilar materials for the

plurality of samples to be tested would have been within the scope of one of ordinary skill,

especially in view of the need to quickly complete the testing. To further support this, Clapham

teaches that it is well known to use an apparatus to test a plurality of fabric samples (reference

item S); and that the samples can either be the same or different materials (column 5, lines 14-

23). It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

modify the teachings of Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander with the teachings of

Clapham to obtain an apparatus that is capable of testing the characteristics of at least two

different fabric samples simultaneously.
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7. Claim 9 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Thwing-Albert in

view ofNeuenschwander as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of United States Patent

5,790,9836 to Rosch et al. With regard to claims 8 and 9 the method to test fabric samples using

the apparatus of Thwing-Albert would clearly anticipate the use of any of the claimed fabric

types or fabric treatment types. The term "fabric" is a broad term as used Thwing-Albeit and

would encompass most of the fabric selections from the groups disclosed or claimed by the

applicant. To further support this, Rosch et al. teaches a fabric with an acrylic coating that has

been tested using the Handle-O-Meter from Thwing-Albert. None of the claimed fabrics or

treatments would provide for a new, novel, or otherwise unexpected result over the method to

test fabric samples using the device of Thwing-Albert. It would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the ait at the time of the invention to modify the teachings of Thwing-Albert in

view of Neuenschwander with the teachings of Rosch et al. to obtain a method to test fabric

samples wherein the samples are woven or non-woven, and comprise various treatments such as

acrylic coatings in order to gain an understanding of the fabric's properties so that it can be

compared to other fabrics ofsame or different compositions.

8. Claim 10 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Thwing-Albert in

view of Neuenschwander as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of United States Patent

3,804,092 to Tunc. With regard to claims 8 and 10 the method to test fabric samples using the

apparatus of Thwing-Albert would clearly anticipate the use of any of the claimed fabric types or

fabric additive types. The term "fabric" is a broad term as used Thwing-Albert and would

encompass most of the fabric selections from the groups disclosed and claimed by the applicant.

To further support this, Tunc teaches a fabric with a binder additive that has been tested using the
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Handle-O-Meter from Thwing-Albert. None of the claimed fabrics or treatments would provide

for a new, novel, or otherwise unexpected result over the method to test fabric samples using the

device of Thwing-Albert. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to modify the teachings of Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander with

the teachings of Tunc to obtain a method to test fabric samples wherein the samples are woven or

non-woven, and comprise various additives such as binders in order to gain an understanding of

the fabric's properties so that it can be compared to other fabrics of same or different

compositions.

9. Claims 12, 17, and 18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of

United States Patent 2,786,352 to Sobota. Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander teaches a

method to test fabric samples using a slot wherein the fabric is pushed through the slot using a

beam. Thwing-Albert in view ofNeuenschwander does not expressly state that the slot allows

for the fabric to fold naturally from a flat to a bent folded state while further allowing continued

contact between the fabric and the walls of the opening. Since the apparatus of Thwing-Albert is

used to measure the handle properties of fabrics, the device more than likely allows the fabric to

fold and bend while being pushed through the slot. The slot's walls would also continually

contact the fabric sample. Even if it did not function in this manner, Sobota teaches that it is

known to use holes (reference item 13) to test fabric samples (reference item 16). In the method

to use the device of Sobota, the fabric sample transitions from a flat to a bent, folded state while

allowing the fabric to maintain contact with the walls of the hole, as seen in Figure 3. The

appropriate force provided by the protrusion means will provide for the fact that the sample will
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be forced through the hole by a distance at least as equal to its width (column 2, lines 16-20).

The use of a circular hole instead of a slot, as taught by Thwing-Albert, would have been an

obvious choice to one of ordinary skill in the art as the circular hole provides a better transition

from a flat state to a bent, folded state and would provide a better indication of the fabric's

handle. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the ail at the time of the invention

to modify the teachings of Thwing-Albert in view ofNeuenschwander with the teachings of

Sobota to obtain a method to test fabric samples using a device with a hole that allows the

sample to transition from a flat state to a bent, folded state in order to obtain a better

understanding of the fabric's handle.

10. Claims 13, 27, and 28 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander as applied to claims 1 and 26 above, and further in

view of United States Patent 4,103,550 to Alley, Jr. et al. Thwing-Albert in view of

Neuenschwander teaches a method to test fabric samples using a slot and a member to push the

sample through the slot. Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander does not teach a method to

test fabric samples wherein the slot is configured with a top diameter about two times the lower

diameter. Alley, Jr. et al. teaches a method to test fabric samples using an apparatus as seen in

Figure 1 . The apparatus comprises a nozzle (reference item 20) that is a convergent piece having

a circular cross section (column 4, lines 23-26). This funnel-shaped nozzle allows the fabric

sample (reference item 42) to be drawn through so that it folds. The nozzle of the device of

Alley, Jr. et al. has a first diameter roughly twice that of the second diameter, as seen in

Figures la and 7. As in the instant application, the larger diameter is where the fabric exists

prior to being pulled through to the smaller diameter. This nozzle is preferred so as to avoid
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binding or choking of the fabric as it passes through the hole (column 5, lines 23-26).

Furthermore, Alley Jr. et al. teaches that it is known to measure force with regard to

displacement, as best seen in Figure 6. Alley Jr. et al. teaches that this type of data can be used

to understand the handle of the fabric. The choice of measurement parameters is a matter of

analytical choice. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to modify the teachings of Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander with the

teachings of Alley, Jr. et al. in order to obtain a method to test fabric samples wherein the hole

through which the fabric is pushed has a first diameter roughly twice a second diameter so that

the fabric will fold and bend without binding or chocking in the hole.

1 1 . Claims 15 and 16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of

United States Patent 2,786,352 to Sobota. Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander teaches a

method to test fabric samples using a slot wherein the fabric is pushed through the slot. Thwing-

Albert in view of Neuenschwander does not expressly state that the fabric sample is greater than

about two times the diameter of the hole. Sobota teaches that it is well known to test a fabric

sample so that the sample folds naturally and provides for a smooth transition from a flat state to

a bent, folded state during protrusion, as best seen in Figures 2 and 3. Sobota further teaches that

the protrusion can force the fabric sample through the opening (column 2, lines 16-20). Finally,

Sobota teaches that the opening is two inches in diameter and the fabric sample is 4 V2 in square.

Therefore, the length of one side of the fabric sample is 2.25 times greater than the diameter of

the hole. The fact that the sample is square and not round does not provide for a new, novel, or

otherwise unexpected result over the device of Sobota. The use of a sample that is larger than
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the hole allows for the fact that the sample will have sufficient frictional resistance with the

support plate so as to not fall through the hole prior to testing. Furthermore, the sample width is

about 1 14.3mm. The applicant's claim for a sample to be between 8mm and 18mm is a matter of

design choice and is based on the size of the hole used. It would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to modify the teachings of Thwing-Albert in

view of Neuenschwander with the teachings of Sobota to obtain a method to test fabric samples

where the samples are about 2.5 times the size of the opening and the width of the sample is

between 8mm and 1 8mm so as to avoid the risk of the sample falling through the hole prior to

testing and to ensure there is sufficient material available so that upon pushing through the hole

the fabric does not fold and drop through.

12. Claim 22 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Thwing-Albert in

view ofNeuenschwander as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of U.S. Patent

4,567,774 to Manahan et al. Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander teaches a method to test

samples by applying a force on one side of the planar samples. The environmental conditions

are not regulated or monitoring during the testing of the samples using the method of Thwing-

Albert in view of Neuenschwander Manahan teaches a method to test comprising an apparatus,

as best seen in Figures 1 and 2, that is used to press a disk-shaped sample (reference item 25)

into a cavity (reference item 36). In Figure 2 Manahan discloses an environmental chamber

(reference item 50) that contains the testing portion of the apparatus. Testing of samples while

subjecting them conditions that replicate their expected operating environment is well known in

the art. This is an obvious choice as materials tend to exhibit different characteristics when

operating in extreme conditions, such as extremely cold temperatures that can cause fabrics or
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other samples become brittle. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to modify the teachings of Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander with

the teachings of Manahan to obtain a method to test samples using a pressing member and an

environmental chamber surrounding the testing region.

13. Claims 23, 29, 30, and 31 are rejected under 35 U S C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander as applied to claims 1 and 26 above, and further in

view of United States Patent 3,151,483 to Plummer. Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander

teaches a method to test fabric samples by pushing the samples through an opening. The

apparatus of Thwing-Albert comprises a beam that pushes the fabric through a slot. It would be

inherent in the device of Thwing-Albert that the beam is a blunt-shaped object so to avoid cutting

or puncturing the sample which would negate the test. Thwing-Albert in view of

Neuenschwander does not teach a method to test samples wherein the probe speed is between 1

mm/s and 10 mm/s and the fabric moves relative to the probe. Plummer teaches a fabric testing

apparatus comprising a blunt-end probe (reference item 38) that will push a fabric sample

(reference item S) through an opening and where the preferred fabric sample shape may be

circular (column 5, line 4). Plummer further teaches that the dimensions of the fabric sample are

variable (column 4, lines 72-75 and column 5, lines 1-3). Reversing the movement of the

apparatus of Thwing-Albert so that the fabric sample is translated towards the probe would have

been an obvious modification to one of ordinary skill in the art. Furthermore, moving the fabric

sample relative to the probe does not provide for a new, novel, or otherwise unexpected result.

Even if the direction of movement was not an obvious modification, Plummer teaches a probe

testing apparatus, as best seen in Figure 1, that pushes a blunt member (reference item 38) into a
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fabric sample (reference item S). Plummer further teaches that sample holder {reference item

10) is moved in a direction normal to the probe member (column 3, lines 47-51). Plummer

teaches the general conditions of a test apparatus where fabric samples are pressed into a funnel-

shaped opening. Neither Thwing-Albert nor Plummer expressly teaches a speed of movement

between 1 mm/s and 10 mm/s. It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art

at the time of the invention was made to provide for a speed to move the probe in the preferred

range in order to perform the test, since it has been held that where the general conditions of a

claim are disclosed in the prior art, discovering the optimum or workable ranges involves only

routine skill in the art. See In reAller, 105 USPQ 233. It would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to modify the teachings of Thwing-Albert in

view of Neuenschwander with the teachings of Plummer in order to obtain a method to test

fabric samples by moving the samples towards a blunt probe.

14. Claims 14 and 19 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Thwing-Albert in view ofNeuenschwander as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of

United States Patent 4,776,202 to Brar et al. Thwing-Albert in view ofNeuenschwander teaches

a method to test fabric samples using an indenting means to push the sample through a slot.

Thwing-Albert in view ofNeuenschwander further teaches that it is known to ensure that the

samples are restricted from movement before and during the testing. Thwing-Albert in view of

Neuenschwander does not teach a method wherein the fabric sample is placed on a plate with a

recessed region and the region is used to restrict the motion of the sample. Restricting the

motion of the sample would have been an obvious choice in order to avoid shifting the sample

prior to or during the test that would negate the test results. Furthermore, if the sample holder
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were moving, as disclosed by the applicant, then restricting the motion would be highly desired.

Even if such restriction ofmovement was not obvious, Brar et al. teaches an indenting testing

apparatus wherein the test sample (reference item 12) is restrained by a recess in a test table

(reference item 16) that is further attached to a base (reference item 14), as best seen in Figure 1

.

The base is movable, so restraining the sample from shifting its location while the base moves

would have been desirable. It would have been obvious to further size the recessed region to be

larger than the hole through which the fabric is pushed and at least as large as the sample. Doing

so would ensure that the fabric both lays flat and does not move out of position prior to and

during the test. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to modify the teachings of Thwing-Albert in view ofNeuenschwander with the

teachings of Brar et al. to obtain a method to test samples wherein the samples are restrained

from movement by a recessed poition so as to avoid movement of the sample prior to or during

the testing.

15. Claim 25 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Thwing-Albert in

view of Neuenschwander as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of either Plummer,

Sobota, or Clapham. Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander teaches that it is known to test

a plurality of fabric samples, and testing the samples to gain an understanding of their handle

characteristics. What is not expressly taught by Thwing-Albert in view ofNeuenschwander is

conducting an analysis such as a relative comparison of the handle. This type of analysis (1)

would have been obvious in using the apparatus of Thwing-Albert, and (2) would be expected

since it is generally known and accepted practice to compare test results of one sample with the

test results of other samples in order for the user to determine if certain materials exhibit features
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such as improved handle, improved durability, improved wear resistance, etc. Improvements in

such features in fabrics and textiles is desirable in order to provide longer lasting and/or better

feeling products to consumers. However, in the event that this is not well known by the

applicant, Sobota teaches that the fabric handle testing apparatus "may be advantageously carried

by paper salesmen and used in the field to demonstrate the softness of their various products or

make comparisons between various papers" (column 2, lines 28-3 1). Clapham states that it is

known "to compare the behavior of a number of samples of different materials in the course of

one and the same testing operation" (column 1, lines 35-37). Plummer states that the fabric

handle apparatus can be used "for determining the relative over-all softness of sheet materials"

and "for determining the relative over-all softness of fibrous materials, notably woven, knitted,

and non-woven fabrics, as well as felts, paper, and paper products" (column 1, lines 10-17).

Therefore, Sobota, Clapham, and Plummer all teach that it is known to compare the results of

fabric samples that are tested. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time of the invention to modify the teachings of Thwing-Albert in view of Neuenschwander

with the teachings of either Sobota, Clapham, or Plummer in order to obtain a method to test

fabric samples and then to compare the relative results of those samples.

Allowable Subject Matter

16. Claims 32-35 are allowed.

1 7. Claims 20 and 21 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base claim, but

would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of the base

claim and any intervening claims.

1 8. The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject matter:
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Claims 20 and 32 are allowable as the prior art does not teach, alone or in combination, the

feature that the individually confined specific locations includes and extends beyond the

diameter of the hole, as seen, for example, as the recessed region in Figure3c through which the

fabric sample will be pushed.

Conclusion

19. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in this

Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a).

Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1 . 136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutoiy period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1 . 1 36(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this

final action.

20. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to David A. Rogers whose telephone number is (703) 305-4451

.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Friday (0730 - 1600).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Hezron E. Williams can be reached on (703) 305-4705. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is (703) 872-9306.
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Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 308-0956.

dar

October 23, 2003


